
DIFFERENT FORMS OF VIOLENCE,
SAME SYSTEM.

THE SYSTEM 
WANTS US 
TO SEE OUR 
STRUGGLES 
SEPARATELY. 
THEY WANT US TO FIGHT ONLY 
AGAINST RACISM.  
ONLY AGAINST TRANSPHOBIA. 
ONLY AGAINST XENOPHOBIA 
OR ONLY AGAINST 
SPECIESISM (SYSTEMIC 
VIOLENCE TO ANIMALS). 

IF WE UNITE, 
WE WILL BE UNSTOPPABLE.



JOIN US AND FIND OUT MORE!

info@collectivelyfree.org twitter.com/collective_free

Activist community for total animal liberation through 
 anti-speciesist messaging, creative actions,  
pro-intersectionality & community building.

collectivelyfree.org facebook.com/collectivelyfree

instagram.com/collectivelyfreeyoutube.com/collectivelyfree

SPECIESISM 
 
Speciesism (systemic discrimination against 
nonhuman animals) is one of the “isms” at the core 
of both colonialism and capitalism. Pigs, cows and 
chickens didn’t exist on this land prior to colonizers. 
Europeans displaced, used and killed native humans 
and nonhumans, and on the stolen land they started 
to breed - and kill - “domesticated” animals. Animal 
agriculture helped advance settler colonialism, 
and its later industrialization helped advance 
capitalist economy.

SPECIESISM + COLONIALISM

Colonialism gave rise to white supremacy and 
the extractive mentality that became the operative 
standard of capitalism. In the Americas, colonizers 
violently stole land from native humans and 
nonhumans, and laid the groundwork for industries 
such as agriculture, which in itself profits from the 
bodies of humans (as workers) and nonhumans (as 
the literal products). To this day, agriculture profits 
from colonial practices. Agricultural products from 
animal bodies are subsidized by the government while 
the industry places its highly polluting facilities like 
factory farms and slaughterhouses in the backyards 
of communities with little political power--usually low-
income communities of color--and bringing with them 
ailments and economic hardship.

SPECIESISM + CAPITALISM
 
Capitalism is an economic and social system 
designed to profit the few and exploit the many–
and those many are both human and nonhuman. 
In fact, the exploitation of nonhuman animals 
has been crucial in building up industrialized 
capitalism to where it is now. Capitalism demands 
an economic hierarchy; those towards the top profit 
from those towards the bottom. Such a framework 
naturally provides a thriving environment for social 
hierarchy too–of gender, of ability, class, race 
and so on, including, yes, species. In a capitalist 
society, someones become somethings as no one 
is supposed to just exist for their own purpose. In a 
capitalist society, there can never be true equality. 

Fun fact: the words “cattle“ and “capital“ both 
originate from the Medieval Latin word 
“capitale“ meaning both “head“ and “property“. 
Whose capital? Colonizers“ capital. Whose 
heads? Cows“ heads.

SPECIESISM + DECOLONIZATION

Liberation and decolonization won’t happen through 
top-down legislation because there’s too much the 
current government structure would lose. So instead 
of asking for bandaid reforms, we can start working 
on ourselves and our communities. For those of us 
who are descendants of colonized and enslaved 
populations, this can mean reclaiming knowledge 
of our ancestors, creating our own spaces, and 
resisting mainstream whitewashed culture. For 
those of us who are descendants of colonizers, 
this means acknowledging our historical privileges, 
stepping down from positions of power, and actively 
working to challenge and undo injustice wherever we 
encounter it. For all of us, it means investing in our 
communities and divesting from corporate culture 
from where we bank and how we work to what/
whom we eat. Changing our dietary habits (to the 
best of our ability) and rejecting mass-processed and 
animal “foods” is one of many forms of resistance, in 
this case against the capitalist businesses that profit 
from industrial agriculture.

Our mainstream social justice movements 
are doomed so long as Eurocentric theory 
is used to structure the logic of these 
movements.
- Aph Ko

SPECIESISM + ANARCHISM
 
When we use animals for our own purposes, 
we deny them of autonomy: autonomy over their 
bodies as well as over their choices and desires. 
When we reduce their bodies to consumable 
objects, we monetize them; we turn them into 
property. 

We need to actively conduct our daily 
lives in a way that will generate a 
new culture. We need to challenge the 
hierarchy in our own lives, and begin 
living in a way that promotes mutuality.
- Bob Torres

SPECIESISM + SOCIALISM
Capitalism exploits the bodies of both humans 
and nonhumans. In the case of nonhumans, they 
are exploited 24/7. They cannot go home after 
“work”: their bodies are the work, or the product. 
They don’t get even the slightest fraction of the 
profit: they themselves are the profit.

Whenever we engage in consumption or 
production patterns which take more 
than we need, we are engaging in violence.
- Vandana Shiva

MORE RIGHTS
for me,
doesn’t mean
less rights
for you


